[Clinical evaluation of the complex diagnosis of ovarian tumors].
For earlier recognition of ovarian tumors the complex diagnosis for ovarian tumors was estimated clinically. The conception is supported concerning females that should be classified as ovarian cancer high-risk groups. A system is elaborated for active identification of patients with ovarian tumors, using the complex diagnosis, the latter in vast majority of cases enables the difficulties of the differential diagnostics to be overcome; also the indications to and sequence of application of the recommended methods of investigation are formulated, some practical recommendation are given. The system of active and early establishment of the diagnosis is to recognize, at mass prophylactic examinations, females showing high-risk factor, the former also includes their dispensarization, hospitalization and examination, using the complex of accessory methods of investigation. All this enabled in 4% clinically unsuspected ovarian tumors to be detected, 2 per cent of them being in early stages.